Press-Book

"Make new with old" or "We recycle metal" could be the motto of this group of
power groove metal!

PRESENTATION
Exess is a Groove If the group pays its tribe to definitely trash signature such as Skunk Anansie
or Pantera for the riffs resolutely "metal" (we do not say "metals" in this case ...) which are the
backbone of his songs, the melody is a privileged way in this energetic style with nuanced
aggressiveness. The refrains tinted with lyricism succeed the harder parts, punctuating the
pieces that develop nonlinearly.
In brief we look forward making you discovering our compositions which we hope will have the
time to arouse your interest even if you are not scrap metal tradesmen…
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Bio
Exess is a Groove Metal band founded in 2016 under the leadership of drummer Alan Montanari.
A fan of (very) powerful rock, combining progressive and lyrical colorings with a rhythm that
wanted to be resolutely "metal", the latter contacted guitarist Stéphane Froidevaux, whose
playing, style and affinities fully share these trends and requirements.
Having each been real "engines" in various projects in the past, the union of these two
songwriters went hand in hand with the creation of a project with undeniably new and deeply
original contours.
In this perspective, the idea of integrating a feminine and powerful voice allowed the group - still
incomplete - to open up new stylistic horizons but above all to definitively affirm the imprint and
character of Exess. Céline Bart, with whom Stéphane Froidevaux had already played, was then
the person perfectly suited to take on this delicate role!

Rhythmic ardor, lyricism, melody ... all that was lacking in this trio was to find a bass player who
knew - with intelligence - to add to this mixture a well-supported touch of groove, while ensuring
precision, heaviness and the power required by the band's categorically energetic and "metal"
profile.
This is how David Pauli joined Exess, whose members had been working for many months on
different compositions. The quartet has been evolving for nearly three years in this now
complete and definitive formation.
The adventure continues in a good way: on May 1, 2020, the release of the album "Deus Ex
Machina" (nine tracks for 45 minutes of music) comes to concretize this collaboration. A longheld dream becomes reality and we can finally present our compositions to you on quality media
(vinyl will also be in the spotlight this fall in addition to the current CD format). Note also that two
video clips still support the project, video clips that you’ll find on our Youtube channel.
The machine of "Deus Ex Machina" is now launched and we look forward to play you these titles
as well as some novelties on stage, where we will evolve in a universe which is ours and which
we are delighted to share.
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MEMBErS
DRUMS,

GUITARS,

Alan is a decidedly rock
drummer!

Stéphane's playing is often described as
aggressive and rhythmically sustained.

Known for his striking, his
commitment as well as his
consistency.
He is particularly appreciated
and recognized by his very own
game.

However, favoring the melody, he
prefers to concentrate the harmonyin
his riffs rather than in solos that he
rarely plays.

Alan Montanari

Stéphane Froidevaux
« Front »

VOICE

BASS

Céline's voice is powerful
and clear at the same time. It
evolves in a soft and heavy
style, sometimes with more
blues tones.

David is a rock bassist
who enjoys playing his
instrument in a versatile
and groovy way.

What makes the difference
is precisely this improbable
contrast between the two
registers.

Céline Bart

David Pauli
« DP »
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ALBUM
DEUS EX MACHINA – Mai.2020
via Fastball music

Review
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Video
Not An Eternal Day
First official video of the band
Released on 17.12.2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFYQ9vb
RpnE

Chrysalis
Second official video of the band
Released on 17.04.2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELmcy7x
6QiY

Joins us on our Youtube channel!
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Press - Article

LEGACY Magazine – D – 29.04.2020
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The Metal Mag – F – 01.05.2020

Social Network - Contact
NETWORK
http://exess.ch/
https://www.facebook.com/Exessband/
https://www.instagram.com/exess_band/
https://twitter.com/Exess56645625

AUDIO
https://open.spotify.com/artist/3mBI7BFB5uSqnLJgwbWf3K?si=VLxopOBrQlqTCvJt2
D-sCw
https://www.deezer.com/fr/artist/4784993

https://soundcloud.com/exess_band/
https://mx3.ch/exess_band

VIDEO
Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5S4fMcRvc4Y

Management and Booking

Label

Aeon Music Management
Dorothy
aeon.music.dorothy@gmail.com

BOB-MEDIA
MEDIA GmbH & Co.KG
Co.K
FASTBALL MUSIC
Heppendorfer Str.21
50189 Elsdorf
Germany
info@fastball
info@fastball-music.com

Exess
info@exess.ch
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